Abstract: Searching for places rather than traditional keyword-based search represents significant 1 challenges. The most prevalent method of addressing place-related queries is based on place 2 names but has limited potential due to the vagueness of natural language and its tendency to 3 lead to ambiguous interpretations. In previous work we proposed a system-oriented logic-based 4 formalization of place that goes beyond place names by introducing composition patterns of place 5 which enable function-based search of space. In this study, we introduce flexibility into these patterns in terms of what is included when describing the spatial composition of a place using two distinct 7 approaches, based on modal and probabilistic logic. Additionally, we propose a novel automated 8 process of extracting these patterns relying on both theoretical and empirical knowledge, using 
Introduction
results for a particular place search request.
142
In previous work [6, 7] , we proposed the function-based model of place, which is built on the 143 assumption that place is space associated with particular functionality. According to this model, a 144 place is regarded as a system of interconnected physical objects, whose spatial configuration, denoted on spatial analysis and statistics. Then, we explain the rationale behind probabilistic composition 180 patterns, followed by the adaptations required for their formalization and extraction. 
Empirical Patterns of Place

182
The initial definition of design patterns of place as introduced in [7] , rely on the extraction of 183 knowledge from textual descriptions, such as dictionary or encyclopedia definitions of a place. In this 184 sense, they essentially offer a commonly accepted blueprint for the place under consideration. In the 185 remainder of this document, we will refer to these patterns as theoretical patterns to differentiate them 186 from the newly introduced ones.
187
Theoretical patterns require that all of the composition rules for each function included within 188 are supported by a particular area in order for it to be considered a place that conforms to the pattern.
189
In relation to the elements in Table 1 possibility.
207
As with theoretical patterns, empirical patterns conform to the fundamental assumption that
208
"place is space with ascribed functions" and are formalized using the elements in Table 1 revision. Figure 1 illustrates the extraction process, which is analyzed in the rest of this section. The phase of theoretical design is, in essence, the process followed to derive a theoretical pattern
225
and uses text analysis to derive knowledge about the components, composition rules and functions of a place. This pattern is regarded as a collection of "echoes", after Alexander's 15 structural properties [25] 227 and describes the expected features that would enable the functions of the place under question. Figure 2 . Bayesian network for a functional implication in a probabilistic pattern.
Learning Probabilistic Patterns
281
As is the case with empirical patterns, extracting probabilistic patterns requires three phases.
282
The first two phases of theoretical design and collective analysis are similar to the ones described in techniques that rely on models that are comprehensible from a human perspective, will enable an 298 explainable place search process. In other words, it will be possible to answer whether and why 299 particular areas are returned as answers to a given place search request.
300
Learning probabilistic patterns follows the process of learning from interpretations [29] .
301
Particularly, probabilities for each composition rule and associated functional implication are learned 302 based on example areas from real-world data that belong to one of the four possible cases: (1) (2) road junction points within a 5000m radius. to all composition rules. We also adjust numerical values within composition rules, as described in 389 Section 3.2. As a result, we obtain the empirical pattern shown in Table 6 , where changes compared to 390 the theoretical pattern are marked in bold.
391 Table 6 . Empirical pattern for places functioning as shopping areas. functions is shown in Figure 3 .
Function Formula for Functional Implication
F S Occurrence(Shop, [5, )) F L ♦ ♦ ♦
405
We then use the results of spatial and statistical analysis to extract positive and negative examples.
406
Given the nature of the dataset (actual shopping malls), we can extract the following example types:
407
(1) shopping malls that support a particular function, while at the same time all relevant composition 408 rules are satisfied; (2) shopping malls that support a particular function, but do so without satisfying 409 all composition rules. Hence, for each shopping mall in the dataset we attribute truth values to all 410 composition rules in Figure 3 , while all functions are considered to be true. 
evidence(occ_amen, true). evidence(corr_s_a, false). evidence(f_l, true).
We then task the ProbLog v2.1 system (the latest version capable of both inference and learning) 
evidence(f_l, true). query(occ_amen). query(corr_s_a).
The resulting probabilistic pattern which includes all calculated probabilities is shown in Table 7 . Table 7 . Probabilistic pattern for places functioning as shopping areas. 
424
Function Formula for Functional Implication
Place Search Results
425
To evaluate the three patterns, we conduct three function-based search processes for shopping Particularly, every function included in the patterns is expressed as a query that reflects the implied 429 composition rules. Afterwards, the generated queries are issued on the database. 
434
Note that more or less restrictive function combinations can be used, depending on the scenario at 435 hand.
436
The results are illustrated in Figure 4 , where the study area is split using a grid of 500m x 500m (necessary rule), while the other also achieves the required ratio between shops and amenities (possible 449 rule), the first is scored with 1.5 while the second with 2. Figure 5 illustrates the results retrieved using 450 the empirical pattern, where the heat map representation follows this scoring scheme.
451
In the case of the probabilistic pattern, probability calculations with ProbLog allow for a more 452 fine-grained score attribution. For each function, we have previously calculated different probabilities,
453
depending on which associated composition rules are satisfied, e.g. probabilities of supporting leisure As evidenced by the results in Figure 4 , searching for shopping areas using the theoretical pattern 475 achieves perfect recall: all actual shopping malls extracted from the OpenStreetMap database using the filter "mall" 11 (indicated with green circles) are within one of the identified areas. Additionally, gazetteer placename entries.
486
The results using the empirical pattern ( Figure 5 ) improve on the ones based on the theoretical 487 one in three ways. First, an increased number of cells are excluded from being potential shopping areas
488
(126 more, see Table 8 ) colorblue and other cells are scored lower than previously; this is due to the 489 stricter threshold values in composition rules that were calculated by the empirical revision process.
490
Second, a number of cells get higher scores, due to composition rules having a possibility rather than a 
496
In what concerns the probabilistic pattern (Figure 6 ), an even more fine-grained representation 497 is achieved, with score values occupying the complete probability range of 0-100%. The number of 498 cells that are scored under 10% is more in agreement with the empirical rather than the theoretical 499 pattern, since probabilistic patterns include the empirically revised thresholds. In general, cells are 500 attributed higher probabilities than the corresponding empirical or theoretical scores. This is the benefit 501 provided by probabilistic logic learning as opposed to first-order logic with modals: the learning 502 process assigns a probabilistic value ranging from 0 to 100% to each composition rule as opposed to a 503 standard Boolean value. Note that every cell assigned with a non-zero score in the empirical pattern 504 results is also included in probabilistic pattern results and vice-versa; the difference is only in the value 505 of the assigned score.
506
As expected, results with the adjusted score formula for probabilistic patterns (Figure 7) show 507 that less cells are scored with less than 10%. This is because a non-zero probability is attributed when a that enables, in part, the functionality described in the patterns. As is the case with any data-driven approach, the success of empirical revision and statistical 537 relational learning heavily depends on data quantity and quality, which is not the case with theoretical between spatial entities, which is not required by less elaborate approaches, such as gazetteers.
Advantages and Limitations
544
It should be noted that the described methodologies are affected by the inability to indicate 545 ground truth. The only exception is the case of shopping areas resulting from our methodologies 546 which contain actual shopping malls, in which case we can safely trust that these results are accurate.
547
In terms of regions not considered as shopping areas by our methodologies, evaluation can only rely on 548 aggregations such as land use. In particular, Figure 9 depicts The use of theoretical patterns can allow search engines to go beyond traditional search of 589 semantically infused, geo-located place names. Geographic search engines that rely on such patterns 590 can facilitate dynamic search of place using elements that are closer to human understanding of place, 591 such as activities, functions and real objects. Furthermore, the constructive nature of the patterns 592 allows for the localization and identification of places from simple components, which is ideal when 593 searching for places without specific names or categories.
594
Empirical patterns can improve the functionality of geographic search engines even more,
595
allowing the discovery of places that share similar characteristics or belong in the same category 596 but differ in a cultural sense without relying on predefined semantics but utilizing empirical data. 
Conclusion
603
This study contributes to the formalization of place and its application in place search. In negative examples based on which probabilities are learned using statistical relational learning.
The proposed patterns provide a more detailed representation of the functionality supported by a 612 place that is closer to reality and can lead to more accurate results in function-based search of space; 613 this is evidenced by the conducted experiment of locating shopping areas in London, UK. Particularly,
614
depending on the availability of relevant data, empirical patterns employ more realistic thresholds and 615 provide a more fine-grained scoring scheme for candidate areas, while probabilistic patterns combine 616 these benefits with the well-understood notion of probability.
617
This work indicates that place can be treated as a functional region and be formalized as a system 618 using both narratives and spatial data, which can then be used to power function-based place search (4) Science Fund (FWF).
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